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Abstract. This report describes continuing development of a novel com-
pact surgical assistant robot to control the orientation and insertion
depth of a laparoscopic endoscope during abdomenal surgery. The ster-
ilizable manipulator is sufficiently small and lightweight that it can be
placed directly on the body of the patient without interfering with other
handheld instruments during abdomenal surgery. It consists of a round
base, a clamp to hold the endoscope trocar, and two joints which enable
azimuth rotation and inclination of the endoscope pivoting about the in-
sertion point. The robot is actuated by thin cables inside flexible sleeves
which are pulled by electric motors with a rack-and-pinion drive. Opera-
tion of the robot is demonstrated using an abdomenal surgical simulation
trainer and experimental results are given.

� Introduction

We have developed a compact and lightweight endoscope manipulator to serve
as a surgical assistant during laparascopic surgery� In typical minimally invasive
laparoscopic surgical procedures� the principal surgeon requires an assistant to
hold the endoscope and an attached video camera so that the abdomenal cavity
can be viewed by the surgeon while manipulating laparoscopic instruments with
both hands through keyhole incisions� To avoid occupying a second surgeon� the
human assistant can be replaced by a robotic endoscope manipulator� It is a
simple task for a robotic assistant to move an endoscope to a desired orientation
and insertion depth inside the abdomen� as the insertion point of the endoscope
at its keyhole incision is �xed so that only three degrees of freedom are required�
Furthermore� speed and accuracy requirements are low� and sensitive force con�
trol is unnecessary as the endoscope does not contact internal tissues�

Several robot systems have previously been developed for laparoscopic en�
doscope manipulation during surgery ���	
� The AESOP��� �
 from Computer
Motion and EndoAssist�
 from Armstrong Healthcare are two examples of com�
mercially available endoscope manipulator devices� In addition� minimally inva�
sive complete telerobotic surgical systems include the Da Vinci��
 system from
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Fig� �� Initial Endoscope Manipulator

Fig� �� Initial Endoscope Manipulator

Schematic

Intuitive Surgical Systems and Zeus from Computer Motion� Clinical studies ���
����� with various endoscope manipulator devices have indicated that the use of
robotic endoscope assistants leads to a more stable image with no detrimental
impact on e	cacy or safety and a shorter duration of speci
c surgical inter�
ventions in many cases when compared to using a human assistant to hold the
endoscope�

Although current endoscope manipulators perform well� they are generally
large� heavy� complex� and expensive� In the limited space of a typical crowded
operating room� the base of a conventional robot occupies a considerable amount
of �oor space next to the patient and the robot arm holding the endoscope may
restrict full access to the abdomen of the patient� Hence it would be advantageous
to have a muchmore lightweight� simple� and unobtrusive endoscope manipulator
which would be easier to setup and use in conventional operating rooms� The
novel features of our endoscope manipulator are that it is su	ciently lightweight
that it can be strapped directly on the abdomen of the patient and that it is
driven by cables inside �exible sleeves connected to motors in a separate module�
The size and mass of our endoscope manipulator are nearly equivalent to that
of the endoscope and camera�

Our 
rst endoscope manipulator prototype used four cables connected di�
rectly between a circular base and the endoscope shaft to control endoscope
orientation and a 
fth cable along the endoscope shaft with compression springs
to control the insertion depth� This system is described in detail in ���� and is
shown in Figures � and � McKibben arti
cial pneumatic muscles ��� ��� at�
tached to each cable were used for actuation�

The use of tensioned cables and sleeves to position medical instruments
on a patient was proposed by Cinquin and Troccaz ����� A cable�driven tele�
echography slave robot ���� uses the same principles to manipulate an ultrasound
probe on a patient�
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Fig� �� Actuator Motors and Drives

Fig� �� New Laparoscopic Endoscope Manipu�

lator on Simulation Abdomen

� Current Prototype

Our current endoscope manipulator prototype is of the same overall shape and

size as the previous prototype� but we use motorized rack�and�pinion drives

in place of the pneumatic muscle actuators and a small mechanism with two

rotational joints driven by pairs of antagonistic cables in place of the arrangement

of four cables working together in parallel� The cable and spring con�guration

used to control the insertion depth of the endoscope is essentially the same

as previously� Rotation of the endoscope on its axis is currently unactuated�

another cable and motor could be added for this rotation if there is demand�

The actuators are shown in Figure � and the new prototype mechanism is shown

with the endoscope and trocar on a simulated abdomen in Figure ��

Each rotational joint is driven by a single motor and rack with a cable at�

tached at each end to rotate the joint in both directions� The endoscope insertion

is actuated by a third motor and rack� Each motor is controlled in position by

an analog feedback servocontrol circuit� The new motorized actuation system

is more compact� more easily controlled� and more reliable than the previous

pneumatic muscle actuators� The cables are replaceable and the tension is easily

adjustable to compensate for stretching from repeated use�

In our new mechanism� the endoscope trocar is rigidly clamped to a small

arm which is attached to the manipulator base through two rotational joints�

instead of being supported by four tensioned cables and a �exible rubber sheet

as with the previous prototype� The axes of the two rotation joints intersect at

the endoscope insertion point incision� The endoscope insertion actuation cable

can still be released easily at any time to remove the endoscope from the trocar

for replacement or cleaning of the lens�
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The new endoscope orientation mechanism is more precise and more robust
since there are no �exible components in the mechanism other than the actuation
cables which drive the two rotational joints� Furthermore there are no vertical
forces on the endoscope at its insertion point� As the two cables which drive
each rotation joint are in direct opposition and the sum of their lengths remains
constant throughout the motion of the joint� the ends of the cables can be at�
tached to opposite ends of a single rack and motor� so that only one motor is
necessary for each degree of freedom of the manipulator� For the same reasons�
the kinematics and control of the new device is greatly simpli�ed as well�

The mechanism is fabricated from stainless steel to be durable and easily ster�
ilizable� The actuation cables are Te�on�coated and enclosed by Te�on sleeves�
The cables and sleeves are disposable and would be replaced before each surgical
procedure for sterility�

The relevant measured parameters of our current endoscope manipulator
prototype are as follows�

Size� �� mm diameter� �	 mm height
Mass� 
	� g
Sti�ness� ��� Nm�� ���� Nmm
Motion Range� 
��� azimuth rotation� ��� inclination� ��� mm translation
Speed� �	�sec� �� mmsec
The size and mass of the device given do not include the �	� mm length

and 
�� g mass of the endoscope and camera� The limited sti�ness in rotation
is due to the elasticity of the actuator cables and in translation is due to the
compression springs opposing the cable on the endoscope shaft�

� Kinematics

The two axes of rotation of the manipulator mechanism intersect at the insertion
point of the endoscope� The kinematics of the current manipulator are simple
and straightforward� as the actuator cable lengths directly determine the position
of the endoscope camera expressed in spherical coordinates ��� �� ���

� � l��R�

� � l��R� ���

� � b� l�

where l�� l�� and l� are the positions of the three cable actuators� R� and R�

are the radii of the horizontal base ring and vertical semicircle which are rotated
by the cables� and b is the length of the endoscope� The relations between the
endoscope con�guration expressed in Cartesian and in spherical coordinates is�

x � � cos � sin��

y � � sin � sin�� ���

z � � cos ��
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and are inversible as�

� �
p

x� � y� � z�

� � tan���y�x� ���

� � cos���
z

p
x� � y� � z�

��

The vertical con�guration of the endoscope corresponds to a kinematic sin�
gularity as the value of � is unde�ned for � � 	
 The two coordinate systems are
shown with a schematic of the endoscope in Figure �


Fig� �� Endoscope Manipulator Kinematics in Spherical and Cartesian Coordinates

If desired� noncontact �D magnetic or optical localization systems could
be used with the endoscope manipulator to provide absolute position feedback
rather than the motor position feedback currently used
 The localizer �D coor�
dinates would have to be registered to the endoscope pivot point to convert
the localizer Cartesian �x� y� z� coordinates to the sphericalactuator spheri�
calactuator ��� �� �� coordinates using Equation �


� Control Results

Each position variable was measured by the potentiometer on its actuator to
provide the response data shown in Figures �� �� and �
 Each coordinate variable
is shown plotted against time in seconds in response to two step commands in
opposite directions


The � angle response is the most accurate because there is no gravity load�
ing on this horizontal rotation joint
 This �	� rotation was executed with the
endoscope halfway extended at a ��� inclination
 The � rotation angle response
is quicker in one direction than the other due to the gravity loading torque from
the mass of the endoscope when it is not vertical
 The translation response � is
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visibly less precise because it is actuated by only one cable with restoring forces

provided by the compression springs on the shaft of the endoscope� whereas two

cables operate antagonistically to actuate each of the two rotational joints� The

response performance of the manipulator as shown is su�cient for a surgical

assistant robot� where desired speeds are low and an surgeon operates the robot

directly�

� Current Work

Preliminary testing of our new prototype has indicated the need for several mi�

nor modi�cations to be done to improve the performance and practicality of the

endoscope manipulator� The lever arm which clamps to the trocar should be

shortened so to take up less space� reduce weight� and allow the trocar to be

placed in a better position� The trocar clamp should be releasable by hand� so

it could be replaced easily during surgery if required� The actuator cables and

sleeves and their connection to the endoscope manipulator mechanism must be

recon�gured to interfere less with the surgeon�s instruments by being attached to

the mechanism together in the same location and direction� To reduce the max�

imum required cable tension� the size of the pulley on the endoscope inclination

joint should be increased and and a spring may be added to counterbalance the

weight of the endoscope camera�

The currently implemented operator interfaces are rudimentary� motion com�

mands for the endoscope manipulator can be given only by computer mouse or

by rotating potentiometer dials� We have begun to investigate various possibili�

ties for more sophisticated hands�free control which would be suitable for use in

surgery� such as eye tracking� head tracking� voice commands� or multifunctional

pedals� We also plan to replace the current PC control system with an embedded

controller to make the complete system easily portable in a briefcase�sized pack�

age� Once these modi�cations are completed we plan to proceed with clinical

validation�

� Conclusion

We have developed and demonstrated a working prototype of a laparascopic sur�

gical assistant endoscope manipulator which is especially lightweight� compact�

and unobtrusive due to cable�driven actuation and being attached directly to

the abdomen of the patient� The current prototype is an improvement of our

previous mechanism�
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Fig� �� Theta Response to Step Command Inputs
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Fig� �� Phi Response to Step Command Inputs
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Fig� �� Rho Response Step Command Inputs
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